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Theory and research concerninn the-relationship between leisure and Vie
.famkly has beqn disappointedly. lackina (Cf. eunninghamrand Johannis, 1960;
DuMazedier, 1967). Family specialists are much more aware of the potential
impacts of work or other obiinatory pursuits on the family than'thev are of the

. potential effects of-leisure time and leisure activities. Even theories of .

sexual.relatIons or marital conflict fail t9 adequately take into account the
discretismary nature ofthe time frame durinp which these, activities typically
-occur. Leisure as both a median for interaction and asa system of Interactional
patterns itself must be adeauateli accounted for in theories of the family if
we are to explain and predict family phenomenon. .

4

The purpose of the present paper is to redevelop, the theoretical propesrtions
proposed in aneanlier paper (Orthner, 1974) based on research finding's desJnned
t test then. Consideration will initially be given to the foundgtion of the
theory, then to the research design and.results, and finally to redeveloping
the theory in 16ght of the investigation.

LEISURE AND t:lARITAL INTERACTION
t

First of all, leisure concept appears to,have several.inherent.qualities
that are relevant to our understanding of interpersonal relations. Lesire, for

example, assumes an element of personal liberty that is associated with dis-
crletienbsK time and activity. In this sense, it tends-to free the individual
from obligations and encourages receptivity to new stimuli and other persons.
Leisu,re endomPasses an attitudes of mind associated with a pleasurable definition
of the situation and, tIlereforej functions to relax, divert: and encourane the
development of the person or the interpersonal relationship. During leisure,
individuals or groups are more free to experience new forms of behei:ior while
remaining socially accepted in both their old and new roles.

Leisure activities alSti proylde characteristics that can be transferred
from the activitY'sefting to othtr social situations. 'Role Wavinn and'experi7
mentation may be more free in some leisure pursuits allowinn styles'of Interaction
that are less conventional to thesnormal processes of the nroup. This may even
'allow recreation to develop a somenyhat-unigue existence with-Ots own norms,.
environment; and moral order (Kaplan, 1960). 'roue cohesiviness is fostered In
that the sharers of the'experience are then encouraged to develop a sense 03
solidarity, respect,'and relatedness (r,offman, I), reinforcing bonds of
Intimacy and exclusivity (sae also Orthner, 197.

Thus, while leisure is situat'ionally and 4ndividualli determined, it.has
importarit Implications for group relations. This Is especially true as it A

appears to influence communication channels, role patterning, and interpersonal c\

affect. Each of th se variables is critical to an.understandinn of marital
interaction.

Symbolic interaction theory would appear.to provide a workable framework for
linking the concept of leisure to that of marriage and marital interaction. '

This theory suggests that grOup Members interpret the actions of each .other and'
of themselves in relation to their definition of the situation. Significant
others, inside or outside the group, proviga symbolic feedback renardinn these
definitions and can altar behavioral patterning and the'type of relationship
that exists (Stryker, 1964).

a
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Following this line or reasoning, if communication channels between d.husband
and wife .g re blocked oerestricted, new situational definitions are not given
an opportunity to be exchanged and thd relationship stabilizes unen previously
defined definitions. Likewise, if'the division of labor in.the family'reinforces
separate responsibilities and tasks, this will retard the abili ty of 'the partici-
pants to take the roke of the other,-efurtherine reducina definitional feedback.
The degree of interpersonal affect also influences this process because this
dAermines how "significant" the other is perciived'and, therefore, the degree
to which the perceptions of the other can influence situational kfinitionmnd
potentialinteraction.

tLeisure may engender special significance at this point. During discretionary
time, the individual, in certain circumstances may be evouraged to.redefine
situations and open himself,t904ew'behavioral. interpretations. The above frame-
work would suggest, however, Wit it is not the time itself but how the time Is
used interactlonally that is most important, That is, some activities generate
little or no interaction or symbolic feedback while for othe'rs, interaction is
required by the activity (see Orthner, 1975b for further discussion of.this).

Activities which'are carried out alone, individUal activities, 'have the
common characteristic of not directly influencing the feedback mechanisms of the
relationship. However, if they become the dominant leisure pattern for the
marriage/ then they may break down definitional interdependency between famil-y
members and encourage each person to develop their own world with its own satis-
factions. It would appear that,activities that may even be shared but require
little interaction among the participants function in the same way. These
parallel activities, such as T.V. viewirn or noinn to the; theater, are not
unlike individual activities in a croup setting, There'are few reoUirements
for direct communication:, Situational definitions and interpersonal feedback
is enhanCed somewiat, however, by the latent communication impact,of the common
stimuli and the fact that the persons are co-participants. .

.

In contrast to these'activity forms, some leisure pursuits require interaction
of the'participants for successful corlletion of the activity. These joint
activities; such as game playinn, partying, or camping, encourage more Open
communication, provide feedback regarding definitions of thesituation,"and may
develop alternate role relationships for the papticipants. "Joint activities,
if desired, may tlso increase.interpersonal affect to the extent that a better
understanding of the other increases their sinniftwe in the interactive process.

4 '
ow

This Is not to say that leisure activities are the prime=mo4ers in marital
interaction. If a relationship is character4ed Jpv FTOwer degree of communica-
tion or sharing, then it is predicted that the nirticipants will reduce their
co-participation In joint activities because This is likely to place greater
stress on their definition of-the situationr...4adividual Ati parallel activities
are likely to be more comfortable to persons in theSe relationships. Likewise,
if the communication patterns are rather closed, aS in traditional -relationships,
higher amounts of joint activities may produce more feedback than the individuals
in the relationship can cope with. The procets of selecting activities, therefore,
appears to be Somewhat circular with persons or groups choosing-those activities
that'reinforce their relational definitions'and the leisure activities in
turn further reinforce these definitforis.

#

it should be noted that the relationships just descibed are not likely to
be as perfectly represented in reality. Firbt of-all, the catenbries of joint
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and parallel are not discrete as the, ideal-type format suggests; some activi-

ties are going to be more Joint or parallel than others. Adequate measures
of the degree of IntereCtion in, various activities are not available at this.
time. Secondrde'spite an underlyinn similarity the same activity will be engage
in differently by different persons and, therefore, may exhibit interactional
tharacterlstics which are somewhat situational.' Third, there are many factors
both Internal. and external to the marital.relationship that-can'influence the
interactional nature of the marriage or participation in some leisure activities
and these' continually influence the leisure and marital processes.

.40

Given these lim(fations, the followinn propositions appear to follow from
the assumptions that have been developed:

There is a positive relationship between thepronortion of leisure time
spent in joint activities and'the degree of intra-spouse communication

. and the degree of family task sharing in other settides.

There is a negative relationship between the proportion-of leisure time
spent in individual- activities anethe denree of intra-spouse"communita-
tion and the degree of family task sharing In'the settinns.

There is no relatiqnship'between the proportiOn of leLsure time sprit in
parallel activities and the degree of Intra-spouse communication and the
degree of family task sharing in other settings.

PESEARCH,DESIGN-

The data for the etudy were collected from the population of non-student,
intact, upper - middle class husbands and wives livino in the urbanized area of
a Southeastern U.S. city in March, 197301 A stratified area probability sample
of households was derived by using median home values from the 1970 U.S. Census
block areas. A structured questionnaire was introduced to 317 qualified husbands
and 317 qualified wives. These.wqre returned by 223 husban4 and 228 wives,
a response rate of 73 percent.

Leisure activity participation was measured by an .Index-of leisure inter-
action.' This Contained a listing of 96 possrble ectivitiet which had been
previously judged by experts Into .the three leisure activity patterns. The
respondents were asked to indicate which activities they had participated in,
with whom,- and how much time was clien to each. The proportions were derived
by the number of hburs.spent over the previous weekend in earh of thillse three
activity categories divided by the tottonumber of leisure activity-hours. The
degree of openness of marital communication was determined by a ten-item index
abstracted from the Maritat Communication 'Inventory (81envenU, 1870).. The
-items selected were those tat measure the eXilent to which husbands and wives
desired to vommunicate or opened hemsAlves to communicate with their spouse.
The degree olf,task sh4rinn irr the narriane was determined by the proportion of
selected responsibilities inthe home which were accomplished by both spouses.,
A list of 15 family tasks from the Division of Eamily,Responsitillities Instru-

,.ment by Olsen (1960) was introduced to the respondents,to measure this.' This
'is not viewed as an inclusive .Iist but merely as instrunentai in determininn the
relative differences In task sharinn in marriana.

(Note: The attention of the reader is directed toward an article by Orthner
(Pi75a) for'a much more completerdiscussion of the research design and the

'Leisure Activity-Interaction Index.) :
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RESULTS
O

With regard to file hypothesrzad positive relationship between oint-spouse
activity.participation and open maritai cortimOlcation, the data is supportive
for both. husbands (r .23, s .001) and riives ( r 3, s . ..02). The

hypothesized negative relationship between individual 'activity participation and
open marital communication isalso supported for both husbands ( r - -.15,
s .02) and wives (r - -.21, s .001). The hypothesis of no relationship
between the proportion of timetspent'in 'parallel activities and open marital
communication ts supported for husbands- 4'r = .10, net significant) but not for
wives (r = .13, s '.03). neneral, it was found that fhe greater the fre- '

quency of interaction le the leisure -aCtiVities'selected by the respondents, the
greater'the shared communication inthe marriage. For wives, however, the
differences between parallel and joint activity participation were not as
different as for husbands. Further analysis is needed to bettdrxpialn this

relationship,

.

The data relating leisure activity participation and task differentiation
in -marriage is much less clear in the initial results. There appeari to be
no significant relationship between the proportion of time spent in joint activi-
ties and fahily task sharing for eitff4r husbands (r = .07) or wives (r = .083.

(r
As predicted, individual activities ate negatively related t task sharing but
this is only significant for the wives 0- = -.15., s .01), noi. for the hutbands
(r = -.08). Parallel activity participation rates-are posithielv related toft

family task sharing for wives (r = .16, s .01) but not significantly so for
.husbands (r = .09; not significant). ' The failure to-find results consistent
with the hypotheses is disa0pointinp but somewhat surprisinn is the finding that
parallel activity participation i3 more. positively related to marital: task
sharing than joint activity participation.

Because an earlier examination of*Ct correlation between leisure activities
and maritaI satisfaction had indicated that the number of years married or
marital career period was a, significant variable (1rthner, 1975a), it was
decided to control on this in the present analysis as well,VTable 1 nives the
correlation coefficients for the hypothesized mlatronships in each of five
marital career beHods: 0 to 5 years, 6 to Wyears, 12 to 117 Years, 18 to 21
years, and 24 years or more.

Looking first to e marital cohmunication variable, it: Is evident 'that

leisure activities are mo t Indicative of open marital communication during the
early years of the mar.riage.and the launching years repreientp! by Period !V.
Individual activities are most negatively related and joiAt and narallel activi-
ties most positively related to communicatioamong pers4s n those years.

ite diOerent in their expecta-
tions

must be remembered, nevertheless, that this ac4sslOctional, not lon'-
tudinal, data and couples in Period IV ray be (1

. and are probably less companionate in their ori,entations than those .in .

Period I. This may in part explain why parallel-spousla activity participation
is adequate for more open marital communication in Period IV resulting in hinhe
correlations for parallel than joint activities at that time. Husbands and
wives in period I are more ijkely to have been socialized toward companionate
expectations and they follow thp hypothesized pattern of the model. The re-
lationships reported in periods 11, WI, and V, however, appear to indleatethat
during the childrearing and post, parental periods leisure activities are only
marginally indicativp of comMunication opennessiln marriage%

a
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Table 2 provides an even clearer picture of the.relationships that h4ve just.
been summarized.. This table provides an examination-of the proportions of tine
spent in the .three lersure acti vjty Patterns for each mart-Pal careerPeriod ,

among thoWn the upper andloWer-thirds on the marital. communication index. ,-

Among the wives, the higher marital communication group maintains consistently
lower participation rates Tn individual activities; and iiigher rates in the
joint and parallel activities 'compared to the lower communication group. 'The
data for husbands is not culteds consistent for all of the periods, but follows
the same,basic pattern. This lends support to the hypotheses presented earlier.
Of special Interest Is the fact that the differences'inproportionA between the
higher and lower communication grOups can beseenmost clearly in Periods 1.and

IV, ,The .reason for more similarity in the influences of joInt and parallel

activities +n,the latter period.would a-ppear'to be caused by a decline in .

participation rates in joint activities but Stability over time of those pro-
portives in paralielactivities. This.resUts in more similarity 'between Joint
and parallel participation during Period IY comparedto Per'iod 1 indicatinn that
shared experiences per se, even if paralle, may he as valuable to the older
couples as highly.interactive'experiences were to the younger couple's.

ltien the raltionship between the leisure activity patterns and marital
task sharing Is examined over the five marital career periods, a somewhat
different picture emerges. The anticipated negative influence of individual
activities is only supported in Period 1 for husband's and Period V for wives. .
Joint activities appear to indicate their highest predictive value for task
sharing in Period 11 with very little influence in the first and.fourth periods.
Furthermore, parallel activities are more positively related to family task sharing
compared to joint activities in each marital career period for both husbands
and wives. This relationship is sionificadt for the first' two neriqds among
husbands and for all the marital periods except Period !framing wives.

The question as to why these results are so different can be'partially
explained by examining Table 3. First of all, colisistent with the hypothesis, ',
those persons that are'more likelyto share household tasks are less likely
to participate in indivinueloactivities, This is true in all but PerfOdy for
husbands. Also, consistent with the hypothesis-is the finding that in four of
the.five periods for both, husbands and wives, the proportions of time spent in
joint activities activities are the same or higher among the high task sharing
group compared to the low task sharing group. The biggest differences, however,
occur in the last two marital career periods. it would wear that there are
normative pressures ()a younger marrieds to participate in joint leisure activi-
ties resurtings in consistently high participation rates forLath nroups..
However, those that are most used to sharinn in their non - leisure activities
spend much higher proportions of tire in parallel activities as well resulting.
in parallel activities being the better predictorof the role patterning in the

.marriage. During the next marital career period, when children are usually
present, the high task sharers increase their proportionate participation in
joint pursuits and reduce their parallel activities to offset this -increase.
In contrast, those that are less likely to share. family responsibilities reduce
theieejoiet activities and increase their parallel participation rates. This
would appear to be'a time of separation in the leisure' patterns of the' more
companionate compared to more traditional married couPles. Excent in the case
of Period Ill for wives, each of the other remaining periods for husbands and
wives retain the pattern,of joint-participation being greater than parallel
participation among the high task sharers compared to the 14:4 ask shaiers.



,REFORMULATION OF THE THEORY

The theory of leisure" and marital Interaction as originally proposed would
appear to be too simple to account for the results of the data - analysis. It

is apparent that there are several additional considerations that must be included.

In the theory for it to better explain this relatilonship and develop more adequate
hypotheses.

First of ail, It has been assumed thatleisuee activities transfer many of
their interactional attributes from the discretionary setting to other settings
and that this -is regular process. .However, It would appear from, the data that
younger marrieds are vrmatively expected to participate in aparticular. level
of joint activities and this pressure 'mltwigates the actual transfer of the
qualities of_the activity. This suggests that there are deorees of voluntarism
in leisure involved that need to be accounted for in an interactional theory
Taking this into account,lt might be better to hypothesize that the denree of `

interaction in.leisure activities-i positively related to the der7)T7'sfri-
act on in non- eisure se ngs when the eisure act v es,are nitre ed out

. . of mutual interest by the participan s hemse yes. This allows a better
prediction df the lack of relationship between joint leisure particiriation.and
marital task sharing in youngep married, for example.

0
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'It is also apparent that the'assumed similar influenceiof leisure activities
on mari.tal communication and task differentiation is not appropriate., The
proposed theory lndicated,that higher levels of interaction in leisure had the
elements of higher levels of symbolic communication'and increased opportunities
for'role taking and that these should in turn be related to increases in com-
munication and role sharing In non-leisure settinns. This falls to take into
account, however, constraints that may be placed or;. the persons involved to
increase their levels of ommunlcetion or alter the roles thathey enact.
The dtta suggest that increased Leisure interaction is.more likely to Influence
communication than role shk-ing. This is probably because the yetermination
of household responsibilities is more culturally and sub - culturally defined and
less subject to change than acceptpnce of the other as signifiCant.and, there-
fore, accessable to communication. It might be expected, then, that the degree
of interaction in leisure activities is positively related to the degree of
interaction In non-leisure setti.nn5 only to the extent that communication or
role sharing with the other are cuittrally reinforced or deemed ap _proprlate by
the participants. This might explain why the relationships in tiniest marital
career period examined typically drop off. Expectations for more institutional
or traditional* marriage models may be more likely among the older respondents In
the study. It is also interesting to note that among wives the relationships
tend to be either more positive for shared activities or more negative for
lildividoal.activities: This follows from the reformulation because women are
receivig more reinforcement today for family interaction than men and may be,
therefore, more influenced by their leisure activities.

Another factor that must be accounted for in this theory is the denree of
significance of the other. It has been assumed that the spouse is a most
significant other and tha interaction in one setting would lead tovicdomodative
interaction in another setting in order to receive appropriate symbolit feedback ,

from that other. However, it appears that the significance of the marital
partner changes over the marital career, especially as other significant persons
enter into the relationship. In the data, marked shifts in relationships are
noted from the first identified marital career period to the second. As 4



Parental roles and reseoplibilities increase,, for many couples the children
,become as si§nificantlasi the marrtal,partners. Communication maY center around
-them rather than the *Its. Family rolestmav be expanded and determined more .

by the children and childrearing than by thernarriane. th.is situatiorf, the

degree of_significance of the.marital,Rarther is effectively reduced and inter-
action with then Is less likely to Influent4 interaction rn other situations.
This is not to suggest that chillren,a're the only relevant case. Occupational,

. educitional,,or other non - marital commktments are also likely to lead to simirar
results. It is hypothesized,-therefore, that the degree'of interaction in
leisure activities is ositLvelv related to the degree of interaction in non--

Isure sett ngs to t e exten a the participan s videw eac o her as signifi-
cant.

The resulti Of.this-analys is should not be taken to mean that a theory of.
leisure and marital interaction is nighly situalOnal.and unpredictable. ...It
does 4ndicateithat such a theory must account tier.a larler.nfimbep of variables
than or proposed. It mietht be suggeste4 that 40 research heasure
leisure participation over several different tiMerperi2 to establish a greater
sense of order in the variables under investigation. This would diminish some-

o what the situational nature of samplinn from any ohe siOle time period and
assuring that this is ndrmal. It should be noted that the present research
design minimized the problems of dealing with a limited activity period by
examining only the interactional patterns that occurred 4irinn leisure time,
not the actual acthiities themselves.

r.

In conclusion, the inductive process that has bepn described appears to
.have enhaRce0 the credibility of the proposed theory of leiture and..mari*al
interaction. The symbolic interpction framework has been demonstrated to be
appropriate for deductively nenePating testable hypotheses and flexible enough
to account for changes the eodel after data analysis. Further research Is
certainly indicated but the present paper demonstrates some of the directions
that this researchloht fruitfully take. The net result of This e.4.nanqa
between theory and research should be a better understanding of the femily as

4 a dynamic system. .

.
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Taille: 11 Correlati.on (r) .Between Leisure ActivitybPatterns and TwO Measures
.1

of MPita1 Intertction over the Nerital Career

Activity'Patterns/InteraOlon r4easures., Marital Career Period
ii 111 IV

Marital Communication Index
1-04,sbands (N)

11.01vidual Activities
Joint Activities
ParalieloActivitles

)

(26)) (35) (45) (31) (72)4

-,"--.50** -.09' .0? -.39** -.03

. 42** .12 - .08 .37* .18

. 31 .-.r9 ' .14. .43** .04

Wives (N) , (27) (37) - (49) (31) (75)

Individual Activities 1.31* -.02. -.15 -.42** -.16

Joint Acti =vities '.24 -..13 :.I.5 .22 .09

Parallel Activities 4 .11 .18 .13 .31* .08
..

Marital Task Sharing index
Nusb ds7'(N) .

lv ividual Activities
Joi Activities
Para I lel Adtivities

Wives (r
In vidual Activities
Jo nt Activities
Parallel' Activities

* Significant at the .05 level'
** Signi.ficadt at the .01 level

l .
.

f
.

(25)" (34). (43)

-.34* -.00 -.60
.0.1 .27 -.21

:51** -.43**" $. 10

(26) (36) (47)

-.24 .08 -;02
-.05 v.29* -;18
.51** -.39** o.23

I.

...-,

'(31) (71)

-.01 4. 04

:05 c;09
.20e.- .16

.(31) (74)

-.25*
.08 .14

. .31* .19*

-0

O

SO

r
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Table 2: 'Proportions of Discretionary Tim 'Spent in fileLeisZJ'I'e A'Ctivity

P tterns According to MO (upper-third) and doLow (lowr-third) .

cores on t e 0 enness of Marital Communication Index'

Activit Pa erns

9

, Communication Index Scores ,

1

Husbands - N
Individual. Activities
Joint Activities
Parallel, Activities

Wives -.N
Individual Activities
,joint Activities
FaralIel Activities

1. 11

Hieh .

Care Periods
..iow

III -.IV V
4 Marital

Ill.' IV V 17.
.

..._______

9
/10

17 6 32 / 8 la 1 6 '13 24

. IV .30 .32 ..3T .31 .36 .2 9 .7 .45 ..3a

.49 .44 .37, .28 .34 .30 .40 .38 .18 .30

.27 .17 .27 .27 ..32 . .20 .28 .24 .21 ..29

i

7 15 20..'° 8 33 II 12 1 1 14 19

.26 .29 .30 .35 .17. .36, .34. .34 .46 .43

.38 .38 .59 .25 .29 .31 .38 .39 .21 .28

.26 .20 ..28 .29 .29 .25 .18 .27 .23 .23

Table 3: Proportions of Discretionary Time Spent in Leisure-Activi1-y,Patterns
According to High (upper-third) and.Low.(lower-third) Proportions-
of Tasks Shared in the Marria'e

ActiVIty PAtterns
". Proportions_ of Tasks Shared

1

H'usbAnds,-N .. 1
..,,,,Individual. Activities 'ies d19

Joint Adtivitips .36

_Paralkel Activities
.

.35

,Wives -,1.1 9
Individual Activities .28

,Joint-Activities .33
Parallel Activities .36

High.

Marital Career Periods
tow

IC V

.

IIIIA lif IV .V , 1 - LI

1.6'. i3' 25

'

9 13 14 14' 29.

..32 .29 .36 .31 .35 .33 .33 .40 .29

.44 .31 .30 .36 , .36 '.34 .37 .24 .33
'.I5,'.26 .27 .31. .14 .29. .2'3 .23 .31

,

15° 19 13 27 Ill 15 15 14 30

.32 .34 .36 .34 " .50 .32, .39 .49 .41

".44 .31, .26 .13 .3 ,.31 .36 .21 .27

".15 427 425 .28 .13 .26, .19 ..21 .26

of

9

I
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